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The Attack

Anticipating war

The attack on Pearl Harbor was a surprise military strike
conducted by the Imperial Japanese Navy against the United
States naval base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on the morning of
December 7, 1941 . The attack was intended as a preventive
action in order to keep the U.S. Pacific Fleet from interfering
with military actions the Empire of Japan was planning in
Southeast Asia against overseas territories of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and the United States.
The base was attacked by 353Japanese fighters, bombers
and torpedo planes in two waves, launched from six aircraft
carriers. All eight U.S. Navy battleships were damaged, with
four being sunk. Of these eight damaged, two were raised, and
with four repaired, six battleships returned to service later in
the war. The Japanese also sank or damaged three cruisers,
three destroyers, an anti-aircraft training ship, and one minelayer. 188 U.S. aircraft were destroyed; 2,402 Americans were
killedand 1,282 wounded. Important base installations such as
the power station, shipyard, maintenance, and fuel and torpedo
storage facilities, as well as the submarine piers and headquarters building (also home of the intelligence section) were not
attacked. Japanese losses were light: 29 aircraft and five midget submarines lost, and 65 servicemen killed or wounded. One
Japanese sailor was captured.
The attack came as a profound shock to the American
people and led directly to the American entry into World War
II in both the Pacific and European theaters. The following
day (December 8), the United States declared war on Japan.
Domestic support for non-interventionism, which had been
strong, disappeared. Clandestine support of Britain was replaced by active alliance. Subsequent operations by the U.S.
prompted Germany and Italy to declare war on the U.S. on
December 11, which was reciprocated by the U.S. the same
day.
There were numerous historical precedents for unannounced military action by Japan. However, the lack of any
formal warning, particularly while negotiations were still apparently ongoing, led President Franklin D. Roosevelt to proclaim December 7, 1941, "a date which will live in infamy".

The attack on Pearl Harbor was intended to neutralize the
U.S. Pacific Fleet, and hence protect Japan's advance into
Malaya and the Dutch East Indies, where it sought access to
natural resources such as oil and rubber. War between Japan
and the United States had been a possibility each nation had
been aware of (and developed contingency plans for) since the
1920s, though tensions did not begin to grow seriously until
Japan's 1931 invasion of Manchuria. Over the next decade,
Japan continued to expand into China, leading to all-out war in
1937. Japan spent considerable effort trying to isolate China
and achieve sufficient resource independence to attain victory
on the mainland; the "Southern Operation" was designed to
assist these efforts.
From December 1937, events such as the Japanese attack
on the USS Panay and the Nanking Massacre (more than
200,000 killed in indiscriminate massacres) swung public opinion in the West sharply against Japan and increased their fear
of Japanese expansion, which prompted the United States, the
United Kingdom, and France to provide loan assistance for war
supply contracts to the Republic of China.
In 1940, Japan invaded French Indochina in an effort to
control supplies reaching China. The United States halted shipments of airplanes, parts, machine tools, and aviation gasoline,
which was perceived by Japan as an unfriendly act. The U.S.
did not stop oil exports to Japan at that time in part because
prevailing sentiment in Washington was that such an action
would be an extreme step, given Japanese dependence on U.S.
oil, and likely to be considered a provocation by Japan.
Early in 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt moved the
Pacific Fleet to Hawaii from its previous base in San Diego and
ordered a military buildup in the Philippines in the hope of
discouraging Japanese aggression in the Far East. Because the
Japanese high command was (mistakenly) certain any attack on
the British Southeast Asian colonies would bring the U.S. into
the war, a devastating preventive strike appeared to be the only
way to avoid U.S. naval interference. An invasion of the Philippines was also considered to be necessary by Japanese war
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planners. The U.S. War Plan Orange had envisioned defending
the Philippines with a 40,000 man elite force. This was opposed by Douglas MacArthur, who felt that he would need a
force ten times that size, and was never implemented. By 1941,
U.S. planners anticipated abandonment of the Philippines at the
outbreak of war and orders to that effect were given in late
1941 to Admiral Thomas Hart, commander of the Asiatic Fleet.
The U.S. ceased oil exports to Japan in July 1941, following
Japanese expansion into French Indochina after the fall of
France, in part because of new American restrictions on domestic oil consumption. This in turn caused the Japanese to
proceed with plans to take the Dutch East Indies, an oil-rich
territory. The Japanese were faced with the option of either
withdrawing from China and losing face or seizing and securing new sources of raw materials in the resource-rich, European-controlled colonies of South East Asia.
Preliminary planning for an attack on Pearl Harbor to protect the move into the "Southern Resource Area" (the Japanese
term for the Dutch East Indies and Southeast Asia generally)
had begun very early in 1941 under the auspices of Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto, then commanding Japan's Combined Fleet.
He won assent to formal planning and training for an attack
from the Imperial Japanese Navy General Staff only after much
contention with Naval Headquarters, including a threat to resign his command. Full-scale planning was underway by early
spring 1941, primarily by Captain Minoru Genda.
Japanese planning staff studied the 1940 British air attack
on the Italian fleet at Taranto intensively. It was of great use to
them when planning their attack on U.S. naval forces in Pearl
Harbor.
Over the next several months, pilots trained, equipment
was adapted, and intelligence collected. Despite these preparations, the attack plan was not approved by Emperor Hirohito
until November 5, after the third of four Imperial Conferences
called to consider the matter. Final authorization was not given
by the emperor until December 1, after a majority of Japanese
leaders advised him the "Hull Note" would "destroy the fruits
of the China incident, endanger Manchukuo and undermine
Japanese control of Korea."
By late 1941, many observers believed that hostilities between the U.S. and Japan were imminent. A Gallup poll just
before the attack on Pearl Harbor found that 52% of Americans
expected war with Japan, 27% did not expect war, and 21%
had no opinion. While U.S. Pacific bases and facilities had
been placed on alert on multiple occasions, U.S. officials
doubted Pearl Harbor would be the first target. They expected
the Philippines to be attacked first. This presumption was due
to the threat that the air bases throughout the country and the
naval base at Manila posed to sea lanes, as well as the shipment
of supplies to Japan from territory to the south. They also incorrectly believed that Japan was not capable of mounting
more than one major naval operation at a time.
Objectives
The attack had several major aims. First, it intended to destroy important American fleet units, thereby preventing the
Pacific Fleet from interfering with Japanese conquest of the
Dutch East Indies and Malaya. Second, it was hoped to buy

time for Japan to consolidate its position and increase its naval
strength before shipbuilding authorized by the 1940 VinsonWalsh Act erased any chance of victory. Finally, it was meant
to deliver a severe blow to American morale, one which would
discourage Americans from committing to a war extending
into the western Pacific Ocean and Dutch East Indies. To maximize the effect on morale, battleships were chosen as the main
targets, since they were the prestige ships of any navy at the
time. The overall intention was to enable Japan to conquer
Southeast Asia without interference.
Striking the Pacific Fleet at anchor in Pearl Harbor carried
two distinct disadvantages: the targeted ships would be in very
shallow water, so it would be relatively easy to salvage and
possibly repair them; and most of the crews would survive the
attack, since many would be on shore leave or would be
(Continued on next page)

We're the Battling Bastards of Benghazi ,
no fame, no glory, no paparazzi.
Just a fiery death in a blazing hell,
defending the country we loved so well.
It wasn't our job, but we answered the call,
fought to the consulate, 'n scaled th' wall.
We pulled twenty countrymen from the jaws of fate,
led them to safety, 'n stood at th' gate.
Just the two of us, 'n foe by th' score,
but we stood fast to bar th' door.
We called for reinforcement, but it was denied,
so we fought, 'n we fought, 'n we fought, 'n we died.
We gave our all for our Uncle Sam,
'n Obama didn't give a damn,
just two dead SEALS, who carried the load,
no thanks to us, we were bumps in the road

Tyrone Woods

Glenn Doughtery

If you are offended by this tribute, then PLEASE MAIL
US your name and email address and we will gladly
remove you from our Reflections mailing list.
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rescued from the harbor. A further important disadvantage—
this of timing, and known to the Japanese—was the absence
from Pearl Harbor of all three of the U.S. Pacific Fleet's aircraft carriers (Enterprise, Lexington, and Saratoga). Ironically,
the IJN top command was so imbued with Admiral Mahan's
"decisive battle" doctrine—especially that of destroying the
maximum number of battleships—that, despite these concerns, Yamamoto decided to press ahead.
Japanese confidence in their ability to achieve a short,
victorious war also meant other targets in the harbor, especially the navy yard, oil tank farms, and submarine base, could
safely be ignored, since—by their thinking—the war would be
over before the influence of these facilities would be felt.

Approach and attack
On November 26, 1941, a Japanese task force of six aircraft carriers departed northern Japan en route to a position
northwest of Hawaii, intending to launch its aircraft to attack
Pearl Harbor. In all, 408 aircraft were intended to be used: 360
for the two attack waves, 48 on defensive combat air patrol
(CAP), including nine fighters from the first wave.
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The first wave was to be the primary attack, while the second
wave was to finish whatever tasks remained. The first wave
contained the bulk of the weapons to attack capital ships,
mainly specially adapted Type 91 aerial torpedoes which were
designed with an anti-roll mechanism and a rudder extension
that let them operate in shallow water. The aircrews were ordered to select the highest value targets (battleships and aircraft carriers) or, if these were not present, any other high value ships (cruisers and destroyers). Dive bombers were to attack
ground targets. Fighters were ordered to strafe and destroy as
many parked aircraft as possible to ensure they did not get into
the air to counterattack the bombers, especially in the first
wave. When the fighters' fuel got low they were to refuel at the
aircraft carriers and return to combat. Fighters were to serve
CAP duties where needed, especially over US airfields.
The attack took place before any formal declaration of war
was made by Japan, but this was not Admiral Yamamoto's
intention. He originally stipulated that the attack should not
commence until thirty minutes after Japan had informed the
United States that peace negotiations were at an end. The Japanese tried to uphold the conventions of war while still achieving surprise, but the attack began before the notice could be
delivered. Tokyo transmitted the 5,000-word notification
(commonly called the "14-Part Message") in two blocks to the
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Japanese Embassy in Washington, but transcribing the message took too long for the Japanese ambassador to deliver it in
time. (In fact, U.S. code breakers had already deciphered and
translated most of the message hours before he was scheduled
to deliver it.) The final part of the "14 Part Message" is sometimes described as a declaration of war. While it neither
declared war nor severed diplomatic relations, it was viewed by
a number of senior U.S government and military officials as a
very strong indicator that negotiations were likely to be terminated and that war might break out at any moment. A declaration of war was printed on the front page of Japan's newspapers
in the evening edition of December 8, but not delivered to the
U.S. government until the day after the attack.
For decades, conventional wisdom held that Japan attacked
without any official warning of a break in relations only
because of accidents and bumbling that delayed the delivery of
a document hinting at war to Washington. In 1999, however,
Takeo Iguchi, a professor of law and international relations at
International Christian University in Tokyo, discovered documents that pointed to a vigorous debate inside the government
over how, and indeed whether, to notify Washington of Japan's
intention to break off negotiations and start a war, including a
December 7 entry in the war diary saying, "our deceptive diplomacy is steadily proceeding toward success." Of this, Iguchi
said, "The diary shows that the army and navy did not want to
give any proper declaration of war, or indeed prior notice even
of the termination of negotiations ... [a]nd they clearly
prevailed."
Several U.S. aircraft were shot down as the first wave approached land, and one at least radioed a somewhat incoherent
warning. Other warnings from ships off the harbor entrance
were still being processed or awaiting confirmation when the
attacking planes began bombing and strafing. Nevertheless, it is
not clear any warnings would have had much effect even if
they had been interpreted correctly and much more promptly.
The results the Japanese achieved in the Philippines were
essentially the same as at Pearl Harbor, though MacArthur had
almost nine hours warning that the Japanese had already
attacked at Pearl.
The air portion of the attack on Pearl Harbor began at 7:48
a.m. Hawaiian Time. A total of 353[11] Japanese planes in two
waves reached Oahu. Slow, vulnerable torpedo bombers led the
first wave, exploiting the first moments of surprise to attack the
most important ships present (the battleships), while dive
bombers attacked U.S. air bases across Oahu, starting with
Hickam Field, the largest, and Wheeler Field, the main U.S.
Army Air Force fighter base. The 171 planes in the second
wave attacked the Air Corps' Bellows Field near Kaneohe on
the windward side of the island, and Ford Island. The only
aerial opposition came from a handful of P-36 Hawks, P-40
Warhawks and some SBD Dauntless dive bombers from the
carrier USS Enterprise.
Men aboard U.S. ships awoke to the sounds of alarms,
bombs exploding, and gunfire, prompting bleary-eyed men into
dressing as they ran to General Quarters stations. (The famous
message, "Air raid Pearl Harbor. This is not drill." was sent
from the headquarters of Patrol Wing Two, the first senior

Hawaiian command to respond.) The defenders were very
unprepared. Ammunition lockers were locked, aircraft parked
wingtip to wingtip in the open to deter sabotage, guns
unmanned (none of the Navy's 5"/38s, only a quarter of its
machine guns, and only four of 31 Army batteries got in
action). Despite this low alert status, many American military
personnel responded effectively during the battle. Ensign Joe
Taussig, Jr., the only commissioned officer aboard USS Nevada, got the ship underway during the attack but lost a leg. The
ship was beached in the harbor by the Senior Quartermaster.
One of the destroyers, USS Aylwin, got underway with only
four officers aboard, all ensigns, none with more than a year's
sea duty; she operated at sea for 36 hours before her commanding officer managed to get back aboard. Captain Mervyn Bennion, commanding USS West Virginia, led his men until he
was cut down by fragments from a bomb which hit USS
Tennessee, moored alongside.

Second wave composition
The second wave was divided into three groups. One was
tasked to attack Kāneʻohe, the rest Pearl Harbor proper. The
separate sections arrived at the attack point almost simultaneously from several directions.
Ninety minutes after it began, the attack was over. 2,386
Americans died (55 were civilians, most killed by unexploded
American anti-aircraft shells landing in civilian areas), a
further 1,139 wounded. Eighteen ships were sunk or run
aground, including five battleships.
Of the American fatalities, nearly half of the total (1,177)
were due to the explosion of Arizona's forward magazine after
it was hit by a modified 40 cm (16 in.) shell.
Already damaged by a torpedo and on fire amidships,
Nevada attempted to exit the harbor. She was targeted by many
Japanese bombers as she got under way and sustained more
hits from 250 lb (113 kg) bombs, which started further fires.
She was deliberately beached to avoid blocking the harbor
entrance.
California was hit by two bombs and two torpedoes. The
crew might have kept her afloat, but were ordered to abandon
ship just as they were raising power for the pumps. Burning oil
from Arizona and West Virginia drifted down on her, and
probably made the situation look worse than it was. The
disarmed target ship Utah was holed twice by torpedoes. West
Virginia was hit by seven torpedoes, the seventh tearing away
her rudder. Oklahoma was hit by four torpedoes, the last two
above her belt armor, which caused her to capsize. Maryland
was hit by two of the converted 40 cm shells, but neither
caused serious damage.
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Could this be a photograph of the entrance to Camp Horno in
May of 1957 when Recon Company moved there? Imagine the road
running left as Basilone Road going to Tent Camp #2 and the
San Onofre Gate.
Notice the odd projections from the ground beyond the road.
Could they be the supports for the deck of Test Unit #1’s U.S.S.
Horno in its earliest stages of construction?

No doubt about it…...this is Corporal Saunders…..Company
Clerk……...and he is in a Quonset hut…...notice the curved
walls and ceiling. No such facility existed for the Company
in Area 15. Notice the binders on the desk below the window…..the infamous Marine Corps Manual…….the nemesis
of all Administrative Men. This photograph was taken in
sequence with the others on this page…………..further evidence that perhaps this hut served as an administrative center
for the Company after we moved to Horno…….if only for a
time. I believe that the Company office for “Charlie” ended
up in one of the low concrete buildings that appear in the distance in the next photograph.

Who remembers standing Duty NCO in this Quonset hut? It
appears to be the first structure encountered upon entering the camp.
I remember spending nights on duty in such a place…..was it at Horno in 1957?.....listening to shitkicker music from a radio station in
Del Rio, Texas …….thanks to the generocity of Calvin D. Eden who
would reluctantly loan the radio. Remember the place being infested
with mice (or voles) above the Masonite ceiling. I still see a small
hole in the ceiling where a young Corporal who was much more
bored and less inhibited than I, had , in sheer boredom, discharged
his pistol at the sound of one of the creatures and then who had to go
begging for a round to replace the spent one and the wherewithal to
clean the pistol before morning roll-call muster. Many were the
transgressions of the disheartened bunch who occupied Horno for
the next few months before the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion took
shape.
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MILITARY SUICIDES
From American Legion/National Security
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In todays’ day and time,
it’s easy to lose sight,
of the true meaning of Christmas
and one special night.
When we go shopping,
We say “How much will it cost?”
Then the true meaning of Christmas,
Somehow becomes lost.
Amidst the tinsel, glitter
And ribbons of gold,
We forget about the child,
born on a night so cold.
The children look for Santa
In his big, red sleigh
Never thinking of the child
Whose bed was made of hay.
In reality,
When we look into the night sky,
We don’t see a sleigh
But a star, burning bright and high.
A faithful reminder,
Of that night so long ago,
And of the child we call Jesus,
Whose love, the world would know.
- written by Brian K. Walters -

Compassion instead of courts" is the approach needed to
stem the alarming rate of suicide among U.S. troops, according to
American Legion National Commander James E. Koutz.
"If you succeed at committing suicide, you are often treated as a
hero by grieving friends and family," Koutz said. "But if you fail at
suicide, you could be treated to a court-martial. This must change."
Koutz praised the progress the military has made in recent years to
de-stigmatize those who seek treatment for suicidal thoughts but
added that the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) still allows for the prosecution of those who make unsuccessful attempts.
On Tuesday, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces heard
the appeal of Marine Pvt. Lazzaric Caldwell, who was convicted of
"self-injury" after he slit his wrist in a barracks in Okinawa in 2010.
He was convicted under the Uniform Code of Military Justice’s
Article 134, when the judge in the case found Caldwell’s selfinflicted injury was prejudicial to good order and discipline and
brought discredit to the service.
"This sends a mixed message," Koutz said. "On the one hand,
we are grateful for their service. We want to compensate you for
your post-traumatic stress disorder or traumatic brain injury. But if
you engage in a behavior that is often seen as a symptom of those
injuries, we will punish you."
Suicides accounted for 20 percent of U.S. military deaths last
year. "More servicemembers are dying by their own hand than are
killed by our enemies on the battlefield," Koutz said. "This is becoming a huge problem, and every one of these suicides is a national tragedy. I am not faulting the military for this at all. It is up to
Congress and the president to make the changes necessary to the
UCMJ to de-criminalize this behavior and stop overzealous prosecutions. These servicemembers need a helping hand, not a slap
down."
Koutz pointed out that The American Legion has instituted a
national committee on TBI/PTSD and would be happy to share its
findings with lawmakers and the Department of Defense to try to
lower the suicide rate.

BODFISH FOREVER
WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES
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SOURCES
The article on the Pearl Harbor attack in this
edition of Reflections is not an original work. It
was derived from the online encyclopedia Wikipedia by extensive editing. The entire unedited
article may be read at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attack_on_Pearl_Harbor

scoutr831@ameritech.net

We would prefer that the content of Reflections
consist of material submitted or suggested by our
readers. The publication was originated to preserve
the legacy of the First Marine Division Reconnaissance Company and the First Reconnaissance
Battalion. We are here forced to seek material
which does not relate directly to either unit and
which often consists of trivia.
We will continue efforts to publish but may be
forced (however reluctantly) to reduce the number
of pages if material or suggestions are not forthcoming from our readers
HU
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THIS MAGNIFICENT SIGHT WAS ONLY ONE OF
MANY AVAILABLE TO THOSE AT THE 1ST RECON
BATTALION REUNION IN OREGON IN AUGUST.
The panorama (though vertical) was digitally pieced together
from seven separate photographs.

When the Far East Naval Command’s 1st Recon
Company/UDT Special Operations Group stood down to
allow Recon to rejoin the 1st Marine Division for the Inchon
campaign, their missions were transferred to the 41st
Independent Commando of the British Royal Marines under
Lt. Colonel Douglas Drysdale. Here British Marines prepare
charges to continue the interdiction of enemy rail traffic along
the east coast of Korea. The British were transported to their
targets by the venerable USS Perch troop submarine, well
known to most 1st Recon Company and “C” Company, 1st
Recon Battalion Marines after the Korean war ended .

H. Campbell Photo—2012
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H. Campbell Photo –2010
NEWSPAPER HEADLINE 8 December 1941
Museum of the Pacific War—Fredericksburg Texas

Louis G. Mayers Photo—1957

Although the Japanese concentrated on battleships (the
largest vessels present), they did not ignore other targets. The
light cruiser Helena was torpedoed, and the concussion from
the blast capsized the neighboring minelayer Oglala. Two destroyers in dry dock, Cassin and Downes were destroyed when
bombs penetrated their fuel bunkers. The leaking fuel caught
fire; flooding the dry dock in an effort to fight fire made the
burning oil rise, and both were burned out. Cassin slipped from
her keel blocks and rolled against Downes. The light cruiser
Raleigh was holed by a torpedo. The light cruiser Honolulu
was damaged but remained in service. The repair vessel Vestal,
moored alongside Arizona, was heavily damaged and beached.
The seaplane tender Curtiss was also damaged. The destroyer
Shaw was badly damaged when two bombs penetrated her forward magazine.
Of the 402 American aircraft in Hawaii, 188 were destroyed and 159 damaged, 155 of them on the ground. Almost
none was actually ready to take off to defend the base. Eight
Army Air Corps pilots managed to get airborne during the battle and six were credited with downing at least one Japanese
aircraft during the attack, 1st Lt. Lewis M. Sanders, 2nd Lt.
Philip M. Rasmussen, 2nd Lt. Kenneth M. Taylor, 2nd Lt.
George S. Welch, 2nd Lt. Harry W. Brown, and 2nd Lt. Gordon H. Sterling Jr. Sterling was shot down and killed by friendly fire returning from the fight. Of 33 PBYs in Hawaii, 24 were
destroyed, and six others damaged beyond repair. (The three on
patrol returned undamaged.) Friendly fire brought down some
U.S. planes on top of that, including five from an inbound
flight from Enterprise. Japanese attacks on barracks killed additional personnel.
Fifty-five Japanese airmen and nine submariners were
killed in the action, and one was captured. Of Japan's 414
available planes, 29 were lost during the battle (nine in the first
attack wave, 20 in the second), with another 74 damaged by
antiaircraft fire from the ground.

Possible third wave
Several Japanese junior officers, including Mitsuo Fuchida
and Minoru Genda, the chief architect of the attack, urged
Nagumo to carry out a third strike in order to destroy as much
of Pearl Harbor's fuel and torpedo storage, maintenance, and
dry dock facilities as possible; and the captains of the other five
carriers in the formation reported they were willing and ready
to carry out a third strike. Military historians have suggested
the destruction of these would have hampered the U.S. Pacific
Fleet far more seriously than loss of its battleships. If they had
been wiped out, "serious [American] operations in the Pacific
would have been postponed for more than a year"; according to
American Admiral Chester Nimitz, later Commander in Chief
of the Pacific Fleet, "it would have prolonged the war another
two years." Nagumo, however, decided to withdraw for several
reasons:
American anti-aircraft performance had improved considerably during the second strike, and two thirds of Japan's losses
were incurred during the second wave. Nagumo felt if he
(Concluded on next page)
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E. M. Penland Photo 1955

Not sure…….but I think Bruce Axberg is coaching J. J. Evers on
cover and concealment behind desert grass.

(Continued from previous page)

Ad from Rifleman Magazine published in 1959.

Double rum ration to the first man to answer correctly.

scoutr831@ameritech.net

launched a third strike, he would be risking three quarters of
the Combined Fleet's strength to wipe out the remaining targets (which included the facilities) while suffering higher aircraft losses.
The location of the American carriers remained unknown.
In addition, the admiral was concerned his force was now
within range of American land-based bombers. Nagumo was
uncertain whether the U.S. had enough surviving planes remaining on Hawaii to launch an attack against his carriers.
A third wave would have required substantial preparation and
turnaround time, and would have meant returning planes
would have had to land at night. At the time, only the (British)
Royal Navy had developed night carrier techniques, so this
was a substantial risk.
The task force's fuel situation did not permit him to remain
in waters north of Pearl Harbor much longer, since he was at
the very limit of logistical support. To do so risked running
unacceptably low on fuel, perhaps even having to abandon
destroyers en route home.
He believed the second strike had essentially satisfied the
main objective of his mission—the neutralization of the Pacific Fleet—and did not wish to risk further losses. Moreover, it
was Japanese Navy practice to prefer the conservation of
strength over the total destruction of the enemy.
At a conference aboard Yamato the following morning,
Yamamoto initially supported Nagumo. In retrospect, sparing
the vital dockyards, maintenance shops, and oil depots meant
the U.S. could respond relatively quickly to Japanese activities
in the Pacific. Yamamoto later regretted Nagumo's decision to
withdraw and categorically stated it had been a great mistake
not to order a third strike.
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